
St Martin's Residents Association
Minutes

Tuesday 27th May 2014

Present: Chris (chair), Krish Bylykbashi (Repairs Officer from Metropolitan), Benedicta 

Sonubi (Housing Officer for Metropolitan), Karla Powell (works for Metropolitan), 19 

others

Lighting

Lots of issues with communal lighting not working, both outside lighting and stairwell 

lighting.  Repairs have been reported to Metropolitan but not fixed.

Can everyone who has an issue please re report this to Metropolitan, then also report this 

to Chris via a communal email account he will set up [minute takers note, now done: 

stmartinsresidentslambeth@gmail.com].  If the reported issues aren't fixed by the next 

residents meeting we can discuss how to force Metropolitan to do this.

Two other items was discussed, but no resolution:

• Sometimes a contractor doesn't turn up, people phone Metropolitan to complain but 

are told Metropolitan can't act as it's the contractor's fault, not Metropolitan's.  

Krish said repairs had to go via Metropolitan, residents couldn't contact the 

contractor directly as Metropolitan needed to audit the contractors.  Not everyone 

was happy with this response but no agreement on how to take it forward

• A proposal was made that funds should not be released to the contractor until a 

resident has confirmed the work has been done.  Krish was sceptical.  No 

agreement on how to take this forward

Anti Social Behaviour

Issues with a variety of anti social behaviour on the estate ranging from urinating in the 

stairwell, setting fire to a lift and drug dealing.

If people witness criminal activity please report it to the police, then also report this to 

Chris via a communal email account he will set up 

[stmartinsresidentslambeth@gmail.com].  If the reported issues aren't fixed by the next 

residents meeting we can discuss how to force the police to do this.

The issue of more CCTV and more youth services were discussed, but there was no 

resolution.

Local Housing Office

There is currently not a local housing office on the estate.  This is bad as Metropolitan 

cannot check the repairs have really been done if they operate out of a remote call centre.

We need a local housing office and a 24 hour help line for emergencies (such as communal

lighting not working).  We can discuss how to campaign for this at our next meeting.

Other issues

People also raised issues with damp in their houses, flooding in the garages and issues 



with traffic when the new school opens.  Unfortunately there was no time to discuss at this

meeting, we can discuss these issues at future meetings.

Group Structure

Chris will set up a communal email account for the group that he will monitor 

[stmartinsresidentslambeth@gmail.com].

Chris will distribute contact details of everyone who came to this meeting so we can 

contact each other

Krish will give details of how we can set up a formal Tenants and Residents Association.  

For tenants of Lambeth Council there is a standard procedure and a model constitution, so 

presumably there is for Metropolitan tenants too.

Next Meeting

The next meeting will be on Tuesday 24th June, 7:30pm at the St Martin's Community 

Centre, then on the last Tuesday of every subsequent month.  

Tony will chair the next meeting.  His responsibilities as chair include circulating an 

agreed agenda a week before the meeting.

Terry will invite the police to attend.  Chris will invite a local councillor to attend.  

We need to advertise this meeting round the estate.  Gaywor will organise this.

[Minute takers note: we didn't agree who would do room booking, Chris has volunteered]

ENDS


